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ABOUT ME

Welcome to my book Blog The place
where I read and review books, run
contest and givaways and host blog
tours. I hope you enjoy your stay and if
there is any books that I don't have up
yet that you would like to recommend or
if you would like me to read your book
or host something for you please feel
free to email me at any time or just give
me a shout out in the shout box!
mand2_1@hotmail.com

MMDR Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila Khashoggi

amanda MASTERS

Spartan And The Green Egg by Nabila Khashoggi
My rating: 5 of 5 Moons
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Lily says:

Search

This book is about Spartan and his friends going on a
adventure i their imaginations in the big round thing
called egg.
the pictures were awesome and they were one of the
best parts of the book.i like the pictures with just
juma and yara because I like their regalia's and I
really like the logo for the book.

To those of you on facebook, twitter, and
google + and all of those other sites out
there in internet land please click the
links below and like and add Wicca
Witch 4 Book Blog to your list Please.

My favourite part was when they met the two native
children juma and yara. they were fun and I learned

Facebook

a lot from them about their people.
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It made me sad when they where cutting down the trees but it made me laugh when they
kicked the loggers butts.
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I learned that you have to plant another tree every time you cut down a tree.we learned many
many things about the Amazons way of life.
I think that lots of kids would like it. it's a great story with a good message and Nabila
Khashoggi is a awesome writer!
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And dont forget about joining here at my
blog just click the join link Below in the
Followers

Mom says:
Spartan and the Green Egg was a
wonderful book full of adventure and
beautiful illustrations! I felt myself
completely drawn into the story as Spartan
and his friends set of into the unknown.
Spartan, his three friends, and his dog,
Grimm, travel the Universe. The mission of
this talented team is to gain and share
knowledge of their amazing discoveries.

Lily and I Reviewed for you Today our
recently acquired book from the author
Nabilal Khashaggi who writes this
incredible and amazing tale!
Spartan, his three friends, and his dog,
Grimm, as they travel the Universe. The
mission of this talented team is to gain
and share knowledge of their amazing
discoveries.
converted by Web2PDFConvert.com

Their expeditions are made even more
exciting through the use of new technology
and cool gadgets, provided by their new
friend, who goes by the name of Egg.
In This book A Trip to the Rainforest, the team’s introduction to the rainforest and all its
wonders is made even more fun by the company of two Native Amazonian Indians who
introduce them to their way of life.
This is an amazing book for kids! my daughter was so excited when she laid eyes on the book
and the Illustrations she couldn't wait to begin reading it and when she did you could see her
imagination light in her eyes and could see she was drawn into the story just as I was!

discoveries.
Their expeditions are made even more
exciting through the use of new
technology and cool gadgets, provided
by their new friend, who goes by the
name of Egg.
In Book 1, A Trip to the Rainforest, the
team’s introduction to the rainforest and
all its wonders is made even more fun by
the company of two Native Amazonian
Indians.

I loved that the story was Native in origin as well. It had amazing messages and being Native
ourselves it was really special to us! We loved learning about the Amazonians and their
traditions and we talked about how similar they were and how different from our own people.
The ending was superb as well and we laughed at the loggers as they were so scared and
wished it could happen in real life! as we have been to protests to stop them from cutting our
forests down but to no avail we need EGG!

Find out more Here

COMING SOON!

You have written such a wonderful and inspiring book Nabila! and we can not wait to read
your next one!
if you all haven't read this DO SO NOW! One of the greatest kids books one the shelf!
View all my reviews
Coming Soon! Lily and I will be
reviewing Paul Pamage's book the
Sunshine Princess and the Stinky Dog Go
to Town.
This is a silly fun filled children's book
that you will not want to miss!
The Sunshine Princess and the Stinky
Dog tells the story of an adorable
princess and her dog…a stinky dog who
really needs a bath. Only, when the
stinky dog doesn’t want to take a bath,
the Sunshine Princess must go on a wild
goose chase to try to find him in all of his
clever hiding places.
Make sure to come back soon and see
our review of this wonderful book!

Spartan, his three friends, and his dog, Grimm, as they travel the Universe. The mission of this
talented team is to gain and share knowledge of their amazing discoveries. With the power of
their minds, they made contact with a race of alien explorers, who communicate with them
via an egg-shaped spaceship that is itself an organic alien being. Their expeditions are made
even more exciting through the use of new technology and cool gadgets, provided by their new
friend, who goes by the name of Egg. In Book 1, A Trip to the Rainforest, the team’s
introduction to the rainforest and all its wonders is made even more fun by the company of
two native Amazonian Indians. Their extraordinary visit is not without a few close calls. After
an eye-opening experience with a mysterious Shaman, their own troubles seem to pale in
comparison to what they learn. The rainforest is in danger of vanishing, and all its creatures
and plant life are at risk of extinction. With the help of the Green Egg’s out-of-this-world
technology, the team is able to put a big dent into the path of destruction and re-new hope for
the survival of the rainforest.

Coming Soon Lily and I will review this
wonderful and exciting true story for our
friend and author Kandy Kay
Scaramuzz! all told through the eyes of
an amazing and brave horse named Pie!
Pie is about a twenty five year old ranch
horse that was injured and pretty much
left to die. He was brought to a stable and
sold, even though no one really expected
him to survive. He was reborn into a
merchant of hope.
This is Pie's story as he tells it about the
most amazing second chance at life and
his travels through it. You will meet his
person, a shy young girl who he helps
grow into adulthood.
This is a feel good story about life, love,
second chances and giving back.
Want to find out more? well make sure
you come back and see our review! Lily
and I are currently reading the book now
so we will have our reviews soon!
FEEDJIT

converted by Web2PDFConvert.com
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A visitor from Houston, Texas
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 0 secs ago
A visitor from London
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 1 min ago
A visitor from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews" 13 hours 27
mins ago
A visitor from Chatham, New York
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 1 day 4 hours ago
A visitor from Windsor, Colorado
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews" 1 day 6 hours
ago
A visitor from Rome, Lazio
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 1 day 18 hours ago
A visitor from New York
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 2 days 9 hours ago
A visitor from Berkeley, California
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 2 days 15 hours ago

Mother, author, and actress Nabila Khashoggi balances multiple activities, from securing
financing for entertainment and industrial projects, to running Nabila K, the luxury beauty
and home ambiance line.
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A visitor from Chatham, New York
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 2 days 16 hours ago

When her eldest son Spartan was a toddler, she told him stories about a boy called Spartan

Amanda Masters
who travels the universe in a live green egg (that happens to be an alien from another planet).
@w iccaw itch4
The idea of a children’s comic book series was born and Spartan & the Green Egg, Book 1: A
W W 4BB Presents: A Spotlight & Review on INK: fine Trip
Lines to
by the
BellaRainforest,
Roccaforte the first in a series of ten books, was created.

Her intention was to introduce kids to environmental and cultural issues around the world,
Amanda Masters
@w iccaw itch4
a fun and entertaining way.
5 of 5 stars to INK by Bella Roccaforte bit.ly/14QEbBP

A visitor from Chatham, New York
viewed "Mother Daughter Duo Reviews: MMDR
Presents: Spartan and The Green Egg by Nabila
Khashoggi" 2 days 16 hours ago
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Posted by amanda MASTERS at 07:16
Amanda Masters
Recommend this on Google
@w iccaw itch4
W W 4BB & MMW Presents: A Cover Reveal of Retribution by Amy Thompson

2013 Reading Challenge

1 comment
Jovon Tucker
@Book2Buzz
"Like" the W icca W itch 4 Book Blog @w iccaw itch4
Retw eeted by Amanda Masters

Amanda has read 89 books
toward her goal of 100 books.
89 of 100
(89%)
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MMDR Presents: Spartan
and The Green Egg by
Nabila Khashoggi
Spartan And The Green
Egg by Nabila Khashoggi
My rating: 5 of 5 M oons Lily says: This
book is about Spartan and his friends
going ...

Amanda Masters
@w iccaw itch4
amanda
MASTERS
this Ivia
Google+
6 days ago - Shared publicly
W W 4BB Presents: The Mortal Instruments Read-A-Long: Day 16: Chapter
16 Recap
+ Theshared
First Time
Read
...

· Reply
Tweet to @wiccawitch4

A MDDR Interview &
Review: How Bees Came
To Make Chili by Terry
Bradley
How Bees Came To Make
Chili by Terry Bradley Lily's rating: 5 of 5
M oons Lily says: This book is about
Nubbiebee who ...

FACEBOOK
Find us on Facebook

Wicca Witch 4 Book Blog
Like

A MDDR Interview &
Review: Bearly learning
About Water by Mary
Esparza-Vela
The Review Bearly
Learning about Water by Mary EsparzaVela My rating: 4 of 5 M oons Lily says:
this book was about two...

394 people like Wicca Witch 4 Book Blog.
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My LibraryThing
Reviews
Forever Young Irina by
Gerald Simpkins

LINKWITHIN
1

Older Post

Children's Books Coming
to WW4BB!
We will be Soon
doing Children's Stories on
WW4BB! My daughter
Lilyanna and I make a great team! we
will be doing interviews with...

4SHARED

I loved this book! the
characters w here
great and the
storyline w as
aw esome! I loved
Irina she w as a... (read review )

I do have a new account on 4shared tho
if you want to send me a message but
no longer have my books on
there(except some wiccan ones).

Medicine Man I: The
Chief of All Time by S. R.
Howen

http://www.4shared.com/u/z1FJ5buD/
wiccawitch4.html

W OW ! if I could give

converted by Web2PDFConvert.com

W OW ! if I could give
this more then five
stars I w ould! I am
totally speechless!
Most incredible book... (read
review )

or
http://www.4shared.com/folder/z79w
OTly/_online.html
Thanks!

Lightpoints by Peter
Kassan

WiccaWitch4

Great Story! I really
enjoyed the w hole
journey to the other
side in this book and
the ability that
resulted... (read review )

4SHARED......FILESANYWHERE
If you are looking for my books on
4shared I am sorry I no longer have the
same account as they banned my
account. so I had to move all my books
somewhere else.I have moved them
here to

Last Blood (House of
Comarré) by Kristen
Painter

https://www.filesanywhere.com/fs/v.aspx?
v=8a6f6a8b616771a970a0

Wow ! I just finished
reading this and I am
practically
speechless! this
book w as so amazing it is hard...
(read review )

and
https://www.filesanywhere.com/fs/v.aspx?
v=8a6f6a8c585e6dab72a2

Powered by LibraryThing

COUNT DOWN

and
https://www.filesanywhere.com/fs/v.aspx?
v=8b6964885c6771baa867

to anyone who would like to check out
my list.
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Medicine Man I: The Chief of
All Time

Raven (Medicine Man)

Immortals (Book two)

Last Blood (House of Comarré)

Wind Warrior (World Aflame)
(Volume 1)
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